
T he trend toward optics being recog-
nized as a distinct, independent 

discipline got a significant boost this 
past May when the School of Optics at
the University of Central Florida (UCF)
in Orlando became the College of Optics
and Photonics. The event marked the
first time an optics program in the
United States has been designated as 
a college.

“The University of Central Florida and
CREOL have always played a pivotal role

in the education, research and develop-
ment that propel the fields of optics and
photonics forward,” said OSA Executive
Director Elizabeth Rogan. “The added dis-
tinction of being recognized as a college,
an entity unto itself, further establishes
the school’s significant role within the
community. We are looking forward to
the future innovations UCF’s College of
Optics and Photonics is certain to bring.”

SPIE Executive Director Eugene
Arthurs called the elevation of UCF’s

optics program to the college level an
encouraging move toward the “nation-
wide recognition of optics and photonics
as a workforce discipline.” Arthurs said
the progress made by CREOL “in moving
to an internationally recognized center
for optics and photonics in such a rela-
tively short period is truly impressive.”
He added that, “The quality of the people
working in optics and photonics at UCF
and the work they do is outstanding, and
the unique model for technology transfer
stimulates local industry and benefits the
Florida economy.” Nearly 150 graduate
students are currently enrolled in the
college. The college structure offers the
flexibility to develop new programs:
undergraduate degrees in optics could,
for example, be offered within the next
several years.

The college houses the Center for
Research and Education in Optics
and Lasers (CREOL), founded in 1985,
and the Florida Photonics Center for
Excellence (FPCE), founded in 2003.

FPCE was established with a $10 mil-
lion award under Florida Governor Jeb
Bush’s initiative to support technology-
based economic development in the state
by creating technical centers of excel-
lence. FPCE concentrates on building
nanophotonics, biophotonics, imaging
and display, and ultrahigh speed optical
communications technologies in close
collaboration with photonics companies.
Two of the center’s goals are to help local
optics and photonics companies flourish
and to entice other companies to move 
to Central Florida. Achievement of these
goals will lead to more job opportunities
for UCF graduates and allow students 
to work on research directly related to 
the type of work they plan to do after
they graduate.

This year the center provided 
$1.8 million to fund research partner-
ships between professors at five Florida
universities and 17 industries including
Northrop Grumman, Harris and Ocean
Optics. A major new FPCE effort was
renovation of 3,000 sq ft of the CREOL
facility into class 1,000 and class 100
cleanroom space for fabrication and
instrumentation equipment, including a
Leica 5000+ e-beam lithography instru-
ment. This instrument is part of a new
NanoPhotonics Systems Fabrication
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Facility (NPSFF), which will be made
available to industry partners and used
for FPCE research programs. In addition
to such major capital facility and equip-
ment investments, FPCE is building
essential intellectual infrastructure by
establishing chaired professorships in
nanophotonics and biophotonics, and by
bringing other new faculty to the college.
In the past year, four nanophotonics fac-
ulty have been hired: Pieter Kik from
Caltech; Kurt Busch from the University
of Toronto; Steve Kuebler from the
University of Arizona; and. Winston
Schoenfeld from the University of
California at Santa Barbara.

Today, the College of Optics and
Photonics has 32 teaching and research
faculty, as well as nine optics-related fac-
ulty from other departments who have
joint appointments in the college. The
college recently hired a second associate
director, James Pearson, to focus on
industry relations, sponsored research
development and business operations.
Sixteen of the college faculty members
are OSA Fellows, and many have received
international awards: OSA has recognized
Boris Zel’dovich with the Born Prize and
George Stegeman with the Wood Prize.
In the area of sponsored research, in the
past academic year professors at the col-
lege received about $27 million in grants
for research, up from $9.3 million in
2000. Among the ongoing research
efforts are projects to develop: high
power, short pulse diode lasers; detectors
and detector arrays for long wavelengths
from the terahertz to the mid-infrared
regions; extreme ultra-violet (EUV) and
X-ray sources and optics; and techniques
to mass produce optical integrated cir-
cuits and chips for manufacturing.

Students at the college have attracted
international recognition.UCF students
have won the coveted OSA/New Focus
Award three times. In 2003, they received
two IEEE/LEOS Graduate Student
Fellowships out of the seven awarded 
in the United States.

Beginning with the establishment of
CREOL in 1986, the college has worked
hard to collaborate with industry on
research and training, and to transfer
technology to industrial application.
Currently the college’s Industrial Affiliates
program has 39 members and there are 

27 members of the FPCE Industrial
Advisory Board. The College has been 
a leader within UCF in developing a
unique model for technology transfer
aimed at stimulating economic develop-
ment, not only of local industry and the
Florida economy, but globally as well.

Among the many activities organized
by the College of Optics and Photonics is
the annual Industrial Affiliates Day, dur-
ing which industry representatives get a
chance to network with the students. The
2004 gathering counted over 200 partici-
pants. This year’s technical presentations
focused on three of FPCE’s primary topi-
cal areas: nanophotonics; biophotonics;
and imaging and displays. The three
finalists for Student of the Year were
among the notables who gave talks, and
over 20 student research posters were
presented.

Another key part of the College of
Optics and Photonics is the CREOL
Association of Optics Students (CAOS),
whose members do outreach to high
schools and grade schools. To coordinate
the student activities related to optics and
lasers at UCF, CAOS combines the stu-
dent chapters of OSA, SPIE and IEEE-
LEOS. During “Optics Day” each year, for
example, the entire campus is invited to
view the activities being undertaken in
the CREOL building. One of the efforts
of the local OSA student chapter is to
bring in distinguished lecturers. In 2004,
Professor David Hanna, 2003 Charles
Townes award winner, and Professor
James Fujimoto were the chapter’s
annual invited speakers.

The college holds annual alumni
reunions at CLEO, Photonics West and
OFC. These events are always welcomed
by current and former students, research
staff and faculty as a good way to renew
friendships and establish collaborations.
Alumni and former staff can update their
news and contact information on the
alumni Web site at www.creol.ucf.edu/
people/associates/.

One of the major social events is the
“Spring Thing,” held at the house of the
founding director, M.J. Soileau, during
which the approximately 250 attendees
eat everything from roasted pig to alliga-
tor Cajun style. CAOS always provides the
liquid refreshments. Gator stalking on
Lake Jessup (~5,000 of them!) is a favorite
pastime, as is listening to the “Quantum
Beats” (a lesser-known musical group
that includes the likes of Professor Peter
Delfyett on drums, Professor Glenn
Boreman on bass guitar and CREOL staff
member Jim Ross on lead guitar).

The college is searching for endowed
professors in nanophotonics and bio-
photonics. There are several other fac-
ulty openings in these and other areas.
Information on these positions and on
the college can be found at www.creol.
ucf.edu/. News published in past issues 
of the quarterly newsletter, “Highlights,”
can be accessed at www.creol.ucf.edu/
about/highlights/.

Eric W. Van Stryland (ewvs@creol.ucf.edu) is
Professor of Optics and Dean/Director of the
College of Optics & Photonics: CREOL & FPCE
University of Central Florida, Orlando. Van
Stryland is OSA’s vice president. He will become
president of the Society in 2006.
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